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This year we held our first ever weed pull in the McIntyre subdivision!

Update: Range Point
YISC has been working on the Range Point Restoration Project since 2017.
The project includes mapping of invasive plants, removal and disposal of
topsoil and invasive plants, adding compost and sand if needed, collecting and
seeding native seeds, monitoring, follow up hand-removal, and signage to raise
awareness of invasive species. YISC hired topsoil removal, and shovelling of
re-sprouting Bird Vetch. This is our first unique and big scale eradication project
for the Yukon and our successes are in large thanks to the public, the City of
Whitehorse, the Ta’an Kwäch’an Council and the funder of this project, the
Environmental Damages Fund.
Last year we held three weed pulls at Range Point. This year we held three
more! A lot of bird vetch has returned despite our efforts last year. In addition to
pulling this year, we used an herbicide on selected spots to gain experience
and see if it would help to eradicate the bird vetch. We also held two public
events for native seed collection. We collected two large bags of native seeds

from the Ear Lake area that will soon be spread at Range Point!

Information sign and flags indicating bird vetch at our Range Point Restoration
Project

Gathering native plant seeds at Ear Lake to be dispersed at our Range Point
Restoration Project

The Trouble with
(Bitter-)sweet Sweetclover
YISC board member Michel Duteau wrote this informative article outlining the
issues surrounding Sweetclover. It is a quick and interesting read!

Click here to read!

A pile of sweetclover pulled from a patch of fireweed during the Porter Creek weed
pull this summer

Conserving the Integrity of the
Alsek Watershed’s Fresh Water
The Yukon Invasive Species Council is pleased to announce that the three-year project “Conserving the
Integrity of the Alsek Watershed’s Fresh Water” has been founded under the ECOAction Community
Funding Program. Environment and Climate Change Canada’s EcoAction Community Funding Program
provides financial support to community groups for projects with an action focus to improve the
environment and increase environmental awareness and capacity in the community.
This project addresses conserving the integrity of a Canadian Heritage River, the Alsek, and its tributaries.
This will be accomplished by preventing the introduction of aquatic and riparian invasive species. Project
activities include risk assessment, weed management, survey and public awareness building.
More specifically, high-risk access points (roadway-freshwater intersections) for Dreissena spp. (zebra
and quagga mussels) and Melilotus alba (Sweetclover) into the Alsek Watershed will be identified. In
addition, high use water-based recreation areas within the watershed will be identified and together with
appropriate land managers (Parks Canada, Champagne and Aishihik First Nation, Village of Haines
Junction, etc.) YISC will establish educational signage. YISC will also examine the extent and scope of the
dumping of bilge water and fish containers from boats returning from outside of the Alsek watershed
(including Haines, Alaska) into lakes around Haines Junction (Dezadeash, Kathleen and Pine).
Mowing and hand removal of sweetclover and other invasive plants will be organized and supported in
and with the community.
YISC also will create and deliver elementary and youth activities on aquatic and riparian invasive species
for Haines Junction and surrounding communities. Specific educational activities aim to keep Yukon’s

waterways free of invasive species and include these messages:
Before leaving an area: Drain water from boat, trailer and gear
Remove all plant parts and mud
Before entering another water body: Wash all your gear including waders with soapy water.
Do not release aquarium contents into fresh water

Public awareness building is expected to take place through the whole project but strengthened in a oneday community workshop in Haines Junction on invasive species threats to the Alsek watershed. This
community-specific outreach will encourage knowledge transfer in the conservation of the Alsek
Watershed’s fresh water. This will facilitate behavioural changes in residents to reduce the risk of invasive
species introductions and promote increased communication between YISC and community members.
The development of future water conservation partnerships is also an anticipated outcome of the
workshop.

Signage on selected lakes will be installed and raise awareness on the importance of
cleaning equipment.

Workshop Notice

From Pulp to Paper:
Making Paper with Invasive Species

Join Yukon artist Helen O'Connor for a hands on papermaking workshop
using Sweetclover, an invasive species picked this summer in the Yukon!
This is a two day workshop. The first day (October 19) will consist of pulp
preparation and sheet formation. The second day (October 26) will consist
of creative techniques and small works such as journals, art cards, and
assemblage. Space is limited!
October 19, 2019 4:30pm - 6:30pm AND October 26, 2019 4:30pm 6:30pm at Yukonstruct in Whitehorse.
Cost: $95

Sign up for the workshop here!
Helen is a Yukon visual artist who makes paper by hand using oriental and
local fibres to create sculpture, assemblages and installation. Her works

express a reverence to nature and are influenced by the unique
atmosphere of the north.
This event is brought to you by the Yukon Invasive Species Council.

Have you used iNaturalist?
iNaturalist is an app that uses AI technology to help identify the species
you've photographed. There is no need to be an expert with the iNaturalist
app, and you will be helping us identify where invasive species are located
throughout the Yukon!
Read this article to learn about how iNaturalist is helping to identify over
4,200 species in BC Parks

Yellow toadflax (butter and eggs) seen growing along the train-tracks in downtown
Whitehorse this summer

Did you pull weeds this year?
YISC wants to know where, when, and what you pulled!
We'd love to hear about your work in your backyard, neighbourhood,
favourite trails, or anywhere in the Yukon.

Please email outreach.yisc@gmail.com

Wanted:
YISC receives a number of requests to provide training in plant identification, often
as a preparation for an invasive plant survey. Several times we had to decline these
requests because we don't have one of our trained botanists at hand. If you are
familiar with our most commonly found invasive plants and enjoy passing your
knowledge on, let us know! We can provide training beforehand and a honorarium!
info@yukoninvasives.com
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